
Overview of clinical research methods

How does clinical research help patients and the NHS?

Clinical research can provide insights into the following areas:

 Diagnosis – how are diseases and conditions diagnosed? Do they run in families?

 Cause – what causes disease? What are the links between lifestyle and other

conditions/diseases (known as co –morbidity)

 Care – how should disease best be treated/cared for? How can we best organise care and

support? What helps patients respond to care and self care?

 Cure – can we cure the disease? Can we stop it coming back?

What is clinical research?

Clinical research is a branch of medical science that determines the safety and effectiveness of

medications, devices, diagnostic products, and treatments intended for human use. These may be

used for prevention, treatment, diagnosis or for relief of symptoms in a disease

What are clinical trials?

Clinical trials evaluate the effectiveness and safety of medications or medical devices by monitoring

their effects on large groups of people. They are generally developed along the following lines:

Phase 1 trials - these trials investigate the therapy in a few research subjects, who are healthy

volunteers. These trials assess safety, tolerability, and how the drug works in humans. These trials

are not carried out in healthcare settings, but tightly controlled clinics with 24-hour medical

attention

Where the therapy too toxic for healthy subjects (some cancer medications, for instance), phase 1

trials are performed in patients with disease.

Phase 2 trials – these increase our understanding of the study drug's safety and effectiveness in a

controlled setting to decide on doses. Generally you need more than 100 patients to demonstrate

relevant results, and define an appropriate patient population to do further studies in.

Phase 3 trials – only done once the treatment is deemed potentially safe and effective. These are

much bigger studies involving 1000 + research subjects, usually undertaken in health care settings

such as clinics/hospitals. These trials are more ‘real life’, and need to represent normal populations

to be useful in practice. Usually a comparison is made with standard treatment or a placebo. It is

imperative that the drug is shown to be effective and safe in this phase.



What is a Randomised Controlled Trial?

A trial in which people are randomly allocated to receive or not receive (control group) an

intervention/treatment and then followed to determine the effect of the intervention. The two or

more groups should have similar types and numbers of people in them. Having a control group

allows researchers to assess if the results at the end of the trial would have happened by chance, or

if the treatment/intervention was having an effect.
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As well as trials, there are other types of clinical studies:

Systematic reviews - A critical assessment and evaluation of existing research (not simply a

review/summary) that attempts to address a focused clinical question using methods designed to

reduce the likelihood of bias of the overall findings. Systematic reviews can help us understand what

we already know about a treatment/intervention, if there are gaps in our understanding, or if the

treatment effect is so small, then further studies may be needed.

Cohort studies or case control studies – these are either looking back over patient records to see

what has happened to them or following a group of people over time to see what will happen to

them. There may be comparison groups of people (with or without the condition, disease in

question).

Qualitative research – these studies are often about understanding better what it is like to live with

a condition/disease, and how people feel about their care and treatment. It can be highly

interactive with people (interviews, discussion groups etc) or more observational (filming clinic

interactions for example).

Research outcomes

These can be things that we may measure, such as thickness of skin, spreading of rash, blood

pressure. Or they can be assessments of feelings and mood using questionnaires for example or

they can be statistics such as death, birth, time taken to recover from operations for example.

Ideally research outcomes need to work for researchers and study participants, but also need to be

recognisably important from patient/carer and clinical viewpoints too.
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